
Saturday 19th May 2018 : 10.00 am - 4.30 pm
Imperial College, Huxley Building, 180 Queen’s Gate, London SW7 2AX

LAY MEMBERS’ EXHIBITION - SET SUBJECTS

Deadline: Work must arrive by Friday, 20th April 2018

Three certificates are awarded to the top three pieces voted for by members attending on the day.
You can enter more than one category, but each category only once.

If you would like a Fellow to give a written critique after the exhibition, please tick the relevant box 
on the Entry Form and you will be notified of the Fellow who will review your work nearer the time.

Select one of the following projects to create a piece of work in any medium:

1. Mary Shelley’s ‘Frankenstein – The Modern Prometheus’ was first published in 1818, 200  
     years ago.   
     Pick a quotation from the book to represent calligraphically.  Some examples are:
   “Thus strangely are our souls constructed, and by slight ligaments are we bound to
 prosperity and ruin.” 
 “I have love in me the likes of which you can scarcely imagine and rage the likes of which   
 you would not believe. If I cannot satisfy the one, I will indulge the other.” 
 “I ought to be thy Adam; but I am rather the fallen angel, whom thou drivest from joy for   
 no misdeed”

2. Black and white and re(a)d all over.  Edward Johnston often used a very restricted palette   
 of black and red ink on white paper. 
 “And it is in every way desirable that, until he has become a Master Limner, the Writer   
 and Illuminator should strictly limit the number of his colours” – Writing & Illuminating 
 & Lettering.
  Produce a calligraphic work of your choice, using just these colours

3. “Eagle eyes, a steady hand and nibs of steel!” -  Marvel and DC Comics and others have   
 introduced a colourful pantheon of superheroes/villains into popular culture.  
 Produce a piece that highlights the heroic qualities of scribes or illuminators, in any way   
 you can imagine.

4. Your Own Choice - A calligraphic work of your choice on any topic completed within the  
 past year.

Please read carefully the RULES FOR ENTRANTS and fill in the LMX ENTRY FORM
These and all other other LMD documents are available to download from our website.

www.calligraphyonline.org

Lay Members’ Day 2018


